GAME RULES

Contents
• Game Board
• 60 Second Timer
• 7 Subject Card Decks - 56 each
(Fiqh, Ahadith, Sirah, Tarikh,
Aqa’id, Akhlaq, Adab)
• Spinner attachment
• 4 Game Pieces
• Paper Pad & Pencil

Object of the Game
The game objective is to be the first team to reach HOME.
Progress is made by successfully completing the activity on the card.

Quick Rules
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Spin the spinner to choose your first subject card
The opposing team turns the timer as soon as you pick up the card
Complete the activity as quick as possible!
Spin the spinner for your next subject after completing each card
Complete as many cards as possible in the turn of the timer
Count your cards and move that many spaces
First to return to HOME wins!

Preparing to Play
Unfold the board and set up
the 7 subject card decks in the
central slots of the box after
shuffling. Players divide into
teams of two or more, the more
players per team the better. Each
team chooses one playing piece
and puts it on the start square.

Each team selects an Amir (team
leader) who is responsible to
choose a team member to carry
out the activities during one turn of
the timer (see step 2, Playing the
Game). Players must decide which
team will start.

Playing the Game
1.

Before each team starts their turn, the
team must spin the spinner to choose
their subject.

2.

Before picking a card, the Amir
(Leader) of the team must choose
one player to describe/draw/act, on
the occasion that any card drawn has
either an EXPLAIN, DRAW or ACT
activity. However, if the card picked has
a SOLVE, TRANSLATE, QUIZ or TRUE/
FALSE activity, then the entire playing
team must participate.

3.

The person chosen by the Amir for this
turn will pick the card for their turn
once a subject has been selected. The
Amir’s answer is final.

4.

Depending on the type of activity
on the selected cards, either the
chosen player or the entire team must
complete as many cards as possible
within one turn of the timer.

5.

As the selected cards are likely to
contain different types of activities,
players must be prepared to switch
from completing a card as a team to
completing a card individually, within
one turn of the timer.

6.

When the correct answer is given, the
NEW subject card is selected by the
playing team spinning the spinner

7.

If a card proves to be too difficult the
player/team may choose to PASS and
not play the card – but only thrice per
turn.

8.

When the team collectively provides
an answer for a SOLVE, TRANSLATE,
QUIZ or TRUE/FALSE activity, they
then must check the answer. If the
team state the wrong answer then that
card is discarded and is considered as a
PASS. Play must speedily continue with
a NEW card of the same subject. The
discarded cards will not count towards
the number of spaces moved by the
team at the end of the turn.

9.

When the timer runs out, the turn is
finished and the card still in play will be
discarded. The playing team counts the
number of cards that were correctly
guessed and move their playing piece
forward accordingly. Play passes onto
the next team.

10. If the team is unsuccessful in gaining
any cards, then they must remain in
their position on the board and pass
the play onto the next team.
11. Players must be careful not to break
any of the activity rules (see across). If
they break one of these rules, the card
will be discarded and a new card will be
chosen.
12. A team wins when they are the first to
reach HOME.

Subjects
Fiqh, Ahadith, Sirah, Tarikh, Aqa’id, Akhlaq, Adab

Activities

ACT – To win this card, the chosen player from a team must get their
teammates to guess the answer on the card by acting it out silently.
DRAW – To win this card, the chosen player from a team must get their
teammates to guess the answer on the given card by drawing on paper
without talking, gesturing or writing letters.
QUIZ– To win this card, the playing team must correctly answer the question
written on the given card.
SOLVE– To win this card, the playing team must rearrange the muddled up
letters on the card to find the correct word, without writing anything down.
EXPLAIN – To win this card, the chosen player from a team must get their
teammates to guess the answer on the given card by describing it without
saying the word itself. When describing you MUST NOT:
o
o
o

Say what letter the word starts with, or how many letters it has.
Say the word or anything similar e.g. if the word is “prayer” you may not
say “pray”; for “knowledge” you may not say “knowledgeable” etc.
Use clues such as “rhymes with” or “sounds like”.

TRANSLATE – To win this card, the playing team must say the correct
meaning of the word on the card.
TRUE/FALSE – To win this card, the playing team must decide if the sentence
on the card is true or false.

Landmarks
On the board there are 7 Landmarks. If a team starts on a Landmark then
they will have to follow the instruction of the board. The instructions for
each Landmark are as follows:
Hospital - Miss a turn
Airport - Move back 3 spaces
Al-Quds - Get 2 turns of the timer for your next turn
Ka’bah - Move forward 3 spaces
Masjid an-Nabawi - Pick any subject to start your next turn
Mountains - Double your spaces for this turn
Ship - Miss 2 turns

Landmark Cards
There are Landmark Cards amongst the
cards which will direct you to a Landmark.
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Not all subjects have a
‘Landmark Card’.
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Once such a card is picked,
the team must end their turn and
move to the Landmark.
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Once a Landmark Card has been
picked it will not be re-used.
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Note:
Answers are upside down on the reverse of the cards.
EXPLAIN, DRAW and ACT do not have answers at the back of the card.
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